ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES
MAJOR
33 hours

CORE COURSES

- AAS 100: INTRO TO ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES
- AAS 200: US RACE AND EMPIRE
- AAS 215: US CITIZENSHIP COMPARATIVELY
- AAS 300: THEORIES OF RACE, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY

PLUS

- 15 HOURS OF ADDITIONAL COURSEWORK IN AAS
- 6 HOURS OF APPROVED ELECTIVES

WHY AAS?

Asian American Studies provides an interdisciplinary approach to the study of race, gender, sexuality, diversity, citizenship, and globalization.

Students will gain fundamental grounding in theory, issues, and methods in Asian American Studies. While our courses focus on the history and identity of Asian Americans, there is a large amount of overlap into the general study of US minority groups, helping AAS students build a multicultural understanding of the United States. This kind of knowledge lends itself to any career in which an understanding of diversity in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality is essential.